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Mobile Honey Processing Van
● Recently, the Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) has launched the

country’s first mobile honey processing van in a village in Uttar Pradesh.
● Mobile Honey Processing Van which will process the honey produced by the

beekeepers at their doorstep thus saving them from the hassle and cost of
transporting honey to processing plants in distant cities for processing.

● This initiative is part of ‘Sweet Revolution’.

Benefits of ‘Mobile Honey Processing Van’:

● Transportation of honey to processing plants is an expensive activity for small
farmers and beekeepers.

● Most beekeepers sell their raw honey to agents at very low prices to avoid high
transportation and processing costs.

● Processing/Processing Van will reduce the cost of extraction and processing of
honey to the beekeepers.

● This will also eliminate the scope for adulteration of honey as the processing will be
done at the doorstep of beekeepers and farmers.

About ‘Sweet Revolution’:

● It is an ambitious initiative of the Government of India to promote beekeeping, which
is known as ‘beekeeping’.

● The National Beekeeping and Honey Mission was launched by the government in
the year 2020 (under the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare) to promote the
sweet revolution.

● Its objective is to accelerate the production of quality honey and other related
products.
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● The demand for good quality honey has been increasing steadily over the years as it
is considered to be a naturally nutritious product.

● Other beekeeping products like royal jelly, beeswax, pollen, etc. are also extensively
used in various fields like pharmaceuticals, food, beverage, beauty and others.

Under the Honey Mission, KVIC provides the following facilities to the

farmers or beekeepers –

● Practical training on checking bee colonies.
● Management of bee colonies in all seasons as well as identification and

management of bee damaging factors and diseases.
● Familiarity with beekeeping equipment and
● Honey extraction and wax purification.
● Honey Mission program was launched by KVIC during the year 2017-18.
● Technology intervention through this mission will ensure bee conservation, prevent

diseases or damage to bee colonies and provide quality and quantity of beekeeping
products.

● Farming methods will provide better quality honey and other products for domestic
and international markets.

● Beekeeping is a low investment and highly efficient enterprise model, in which
technology application has emerged as a major factor for socio-economic
development.

● Increasing beekeeping will double farmers’ income, generate employment, ensure
food security and bee protection, and increase crop productivity.

Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC)

● Khadi and Village Industries Commission is a statutory body under the ‘Khadi and
Village Industries Commission Act-1956’.

● Its main objective is to make plans, disseminate them and provide facilities and
assistance for the establishment and development of Khadi and Village Industries,
wherever necessary, in collaboration with other agencies in rural areas.

● It is a main institution under the Ministry of MSME, Government of India.
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Collective Security Treaty Organization
(CSTO)

● Recently the President of Kazakhstan called upon the Collective Security Treaty
Organization (CSTO) to help manage the ongoing protests in the country.

Introduction:

● It is an intergovernmental military alliance (of six countries) that came into force in
2002.

● It began influencing Kazakhstan to curb protests that threatened the existence of the
rulers who ruled the Central Asian country since it became an independent republic
in 1991.

History:

● In 1992, six post-Soviet states belonging to the Commonwealth of Independent
States – Russia, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan
signed the Collective Security Treaty.

● It is also known as “Tashkent Pact” or “Tashkent Pact”.
● Three other post-Soviet states—Azerbaijan, Belarus and Georgia—signed the

following year, but the treaty took effect in 1994.
● Five years later, nine of the nine states except Azerbaijan, Georgia and Uzbekistan

agreed to renew the treaty for five more years, and in 2002 those six states joined
the CSTO as a military alliance.

The headquarters:

● Its headquarter is located in Moscow, the capital of Russia.

Member:

● Currently Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russian Federation and
Tajikistan are its members.

Objective:
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● Strengthening peace, international and regional security, including cyber security and
stability, safeguarding independence, territorial integrity and sovereignty of member
states.

Nimas
● Recently the Defense Minister has flagged off India’s first multi-faceted adventure

sports campaign organized by the National Institute of Mountaineering and Allied
Sports (NIMAS) in France.

Introduction:

● The campaign was launched in November 2021 and the team was led by the
Director of NIMAS consisting of 12 people, eight army personnel and four youths
from Arunachal Pradesh.

● The expedition team undertook more than 250 kilometers of winter trekking across
the Alps mountain ranges, including the Tour de Mont Blanc trek covering the
French, Swiss and Italian Alps.

● National Institute of Mountaineering and Allied Sports:
● It is an advanced sports training institute located in West Kameng district of

Arunachal Pradesh.
● It functions under the control and superintendence of the Ministry of Defence.
● This institute provides training in land, air and water which is the first of its kind not

only in the state but also in India, it provides an opportunity to the citizens to make a
career in adventure sports along with solving different types of challenges.

Alps:

● The Alps are a small section of a discontinuous mountain chain that extends from
the Atlas Mountains in North Africa to the Himalayas in southern Europe and Asia.

● The Alpine region includes eight European countries: Austria, France, Germany,
Italy, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Slovenia and Switzerland.

● The Alps are an interzonal mountain system (orobiome) or a “transition area”
between central and Mediterranean Europe.

● Mont Blanc is the highest peak.
● Although they are not as high and widespread as other mountain systems formed

during the Paleogene and Neogene periods (i.e. about 65 million to 2.6 million years
ago), such as the Himalayas (the great mountain system of Asia) and the Andes and
the Rocky Mountains (respectively the south in America and North America) but they
are responsible for major geographical events.
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● Alpine peaks separate one European region from another and are the source of
many of Europe’s major rivers.

● The waters of rivers originating from the Alps eventually reach the North, the
Mediterranean, the Adriatic and the Black Sea.

Red sanders
● Recently the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) has once again

classified Red Sanders (or Red Sandalwood) as ‘Endangered’ in its Red List.
● In the year 2018, it was classified as ‘Near Threatened’.

Introduction:

● This species ‘Pterocarpus santalinus’ is an Indian endemic tree species of the family,
which has a limited geographical range in the Eastern Ghats.

● This species is endemic to specific forest areas of Andhra Pradesh.
● Red sanders generally grow in rocky and fallow soil with red soil and hot and dry

climate.

Danger:

● Illegal logging, along with smuggling, forest fire, cattle grazing and other
anthropogenic threats.

● Red sanders, known for their rich colour and medicinal properties, are used
throughout Asia, especially in China and Japan, to make cosmetics and medicinal
products, as well as furniture, wooden crafts and musical instruments.

Conservation status

● IUCN Red List: Endangered
● CITES: Appendix II
● Wildlife (Protection) Act 1972: Schedule II

Sandalwood spike disease

● It is an infectious disease caused by phytoplasma.
● Phytoplasmas are bacterial parasites of plant tissue—transmitted by insect vectors

and involved in plant-to-plant transmission.
● So far there is no cure for its infection.
● At present there is no option but to cut and remove the infected tree to prevent the

spread of this disease.
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● This disease was first observed in the year 1899 in Kodagu, Karnataka.
● Between 1903 and 1916, more than a million sandalwood trees were removed in the

Kodagu and Mysore regions.

Pravasi Bharatiya Divas 2022
● Pravasi Bharatiya Divas (PBD) is celebrated every year on 9 January to mark the

contribution of the overseas Indian community in the development of India.

Background:

● January 9 was chosen as the day to celebrate PBD because it was on this day in
the year 1915 that Mahatma Gandhi returned to India from South Africa, the great
expatriate who led India’s freedom struggle and changed the lives of Indians
forever.

● Celebration of Pravasi Diwas was started from the year 2003 but in the year 2015
it was modified and it was decided to celebrate it every two years. It was then a
theme-based conference held every year during the interim period.

● PBD conferences are held once every two years.
● PBD 2021: The 16th PBD conference was held virtually in New Delhi. The theme

of which was “Contribution to Self-reliant India”.
● On this day the government also gives the Pravasi Bharatiya Samman Award.
● It is the highest honor given to a non-resident Indian or Person of Indian Origin

and an organization/organization established and run by NRIs or Persons of
Indian Origin, who have made a significant contribution to better understanding
of India abroad and tangibly support the causes and concerns of.

Importance:

● It plays an important role in connecting the overseas Indian community with the
government and the native people of the country.

● These conventions are very useful in networking among the overseas Indian
community living in different parts of the world and enable them to share their
experiences in different fields.

Government Initiatives Related to Overseas Indians

● Pravasi Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PKVY): To institutionalize the process of skill
development of overseas Indian workers.
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● Scholarship Program for Overseas Children (SPDC): 100 scholarships are
awarded annually to Persons of Indian Origin (PIO) and Non-Resident Indian
(NRI) students for undergraduate courses.

● ‘Know India’ program (KIP): It introduces youth of Indian origin (18-30 years) to
their Indian origin and contemporary India.

● E-Migrate System: This is a foreign employer database. It ensures welfare and
checks exploitation of migrants.

● VAJRA Scheme: It formalizes a rotation program in which top NRI scientists,
engineers, doctors, managers and professionals serve Indian public sector
organizations for a brief period, taking their expertise.

SWADEEP KUMAR
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